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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a window lifter
that may be mounted inside motor vehicles doors, and
in particular to a window lifter for frameless windows as
e.g. disclosed in DE 203 02 066.
[0002] The doors of a motor vehicle are generally pro-
vided with an inner panel, i.e. a supporting structure, on
which various components such as, for example, the
locks, hinges, handles and window lifters are mounted.
[0003] A window lifter generally comprises at least one
guide adapted to slidably support a slider intended to
receive and move a window pane of the door window.
[0004] The slider is generally driven by a kinematic
chain that typically comprises one or more moving cables
connected to the slider and forming a closed loop path
around the guide. The moving cables are supported by
pulleys or sliding blocks restrained to the guide and are
wound around a drum arranged proximate to the guide.
The drum is connected to a driving device which can be
a manual drive, for example a crank, or an automatic
drive, such as an electric gear motor.
[0005] For the maneuvering of window panes of a large
size there are generally used window lifters comprising
a pair of guides fastened to the door inner panel of the
motor vehicle and arranged spaced apart and parallel to
one another, wherein each guide is provided with a slider.
[0006] The window pane supported by the one or more
sliders and by the respective guides enters and exits from
a seat formed in the vehicle door; externally to the seat
the window pane is generally guided by a frame re-
strained to the door inner panel. The frame is provided
with a series of gaskets suitable to prevent ingress of air,
dust, and water inside the passenger compartment of the
vehicle. When the door window is fully closed, the frame
completely surrounds the window pane along its periph-
ery.
[0007] There are also motor vehicles, such as those
of convertible type, wherein the doors are devoid of the
frame surrounding the window panes externally to their
seat and the window panes are entirely free along their
periphery, with the exception of their lower portion that
moves in and out of the door. The overall aesthetic effect
provided by these door windows, generally known as
"frameless windows", is a greater continuity and uniform-
ity of the surface formed by the window panes, which
allows a great freedom in the design of a motor vehicle.
[0008] Due to the absence of a frame, air, dust and
water are prevented from entering the passenger com-
partment of the vehicle by the gaskets that border it, i.e.
those arranged along the profiles of the vehicle frame
and roof, or of its convertible top, which are completely
in contact with the periphery of the window pane when
the latter is in the outermost position relative to its seat
in the door. In order to ensure adequate tightness con-
ditions against the ingress of air, dust and water, the win-
dow panes of frameless windows are mounted so as to
create a certain level of compression against the gaskets.

This also allows frameless windows to withstand pres-
sure differences between the inside and the outside of
the passenger compartment generated by the air flows
when the vehicle is travelling, without vibrating and/or
shifting from their nominal position.
[0009] This type of mounting of frameless windows
necessarily requires an adjustment phase, which is car-
ried out once the window lifter has been assembled on
the inner panel of the door. To this aim, the door guides
are pivotally connected to the door inner panel about a
substantially horizontal axis at one end thereof, i.e. about
an axis parallel to the floor of the vehicle, and at the op-
posite end they are provided with adjustment means, e.
g. screw registers, suitable to allow their assembly at
different distances from the door inner panel. By acting
on the adjusting means it is therefore possible to vary
the inclination of each guide with respect to the door inner
panel and thus to change the position of the window pane
of the frameless window relative to the gaskets bordering
the passenger compartment of the vehicle until the de-
sired level of compression is obtained.
[0010] In the frameless windows known in the art, the
guides are pivoted by way of a hinge comprising a metal
block and a pin. The pin is restrained at one end of the
guide and is inserted into the metal block, which is then
fastened to the inner panel of the door, for example by a
screw.
[0011] The assembly operations of the guides of
known window lifters are considered rather laborious and
time consuming by those skilled in the art, in particular
because the available space at the fastening points of
the guides is very small and because, in order to correctly
insert and block the hinge, it is necessary to precisely
align the metal block with a fastening hole formed on the
door inner panel.
[0012] Furthermore, the components of the hinge must
be pre-assembled on the guide, which increases its man-
ufacturing costs.
[0013] The object of the present invention is therefore
to provide a window lifter for frameless windows which
can overcome these drawbacks. Said object is achieved
with a window lifter the main features of which are spec-
ified in the first claim, while other features are specified
in the remaining claims.
[0014] An idea of solution underlying the present in-
vention is to replace the hinge formed by the pin and the
metal block with a flexible member associated with one
end of the guide and suitable to allow to fasten the guide
to the door inner panel of the motor vehicle. The presence
of a flexible member allows to simplify the assembly op-
erations because it does not require a precise alignment
between the parts as it happens in the case of a traditional
hinge.
[0015] Moreover, the presence of a single component,
instead of a pair of components such as the pin and the
metal block, facilitates the handling of the guide and its
positioning during assembly, in particular when other
components are assembled on the door inner panel. The
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time required to assemble the guides of the window lifter
according to the invention are thus considerably reduced
compared to those needed to assemble the guides of the
window lifters known in the art.
[0016] The provision of a single component, i.e. the
flexible member, in replacement of the components of a
traditional hinge also allows to reduce the manufacturing
costs of the individual guides of the window lifter.
[0017] The flexible member is advantageously formed
integrally with the guide, allowing to further reduce the
number of components, the manufacturing costs and the
assembly time.
[0018] According to an embodiment of the invention,
the flexible member is in the form of a flap obtained by
forming a through opening proximate to the fastening
point of the end of the guide to the door inner panel. This
solution is extremely cost effective, easy to manufacture
and advantageous, because it allows to carry out the
invention by simply modifying guides already used in the
field.
[0019] Depending on design requirements, the flap-
shaped flexible member may be reinforced by forming
one or more ribs in its bending direction, e.g. by drawing.
[0020] Alternatively, the flexible member may be
formed as a separate component with respect to the
guides of the window lifter and adapted to be mounted
between the end of each guide and the door inner panel.
This solution may be advantageous when, due to design
needs, it is necessary to use different materials for the
manufacturing of the flexible member and/or to use spe-
cial shapes that cannot by easily obtained by starting
from the basic structure of the guide.
[0021] Further advantages and features of the window
lifter according to the present invention will become clear
to those skilled in the art from the following detailed and
non-limiting description of embodiments thereof with ref-
erence to the accompanying drawings in which:

- Figure 1 is a front view which schematically shows
a window lifter mounted on the inner panel of a door;

- Figure 2 is a sectional view of the window lifter of
Figure 1 taken along line II-II;

- Figure 3 is a perspective view schematically showing
a guide of the window lifter according to the invention;

- Figures 4 and 5 are a perspective view and a longi-
tudinal sectional view, respectively, showing a fas-
tening mode of the guide of Figure 3 to the inner
panel of a door, and

- Figures 6 and 7 are a perspective view and a longi-
tudinal sectional view, respectively, showing an al-
ternative fastening mode of the guide of Figure 3 to
the inner panel of a door.

[0022] The window lifter according to the present in-
vention comprises at least one guide adapted to be fas-
tened to the inner panel of a motor vehicle door and pro-
vided with a slider configured to receive and support a
window pane. The slider is slidably mounted on the guide.

[0023] In the embodiment shown in Figures 1 and 2,
the window lifter 1 comprises in particular a pair of guides
2, 3 arranged spaced apart and parallel to one another
and adapted to be fastened to the inner panel 4 of a door
D of a motor vehicle (not shown). The guides 2, 3 are
respectively provided with a slider 5, 6 adapted to receive
and move a window pane 7.
[0024] The window lifter 1 also comprises in known
manner a drum 8 around which one or more moving ca-
bles (not shown) connected to the sliders 5, 6 of each
guide 2, 3 are wound. The drum 8 is connected to a man-
ual or automatic driving device 9, for example an electric
gear motor.
[0025] The moving cables are supported on each guide
2, 3 by pulleys and/or sliding blocks and pass from one
guide to the other through special sheaths 10, 11a, 11b.
[0026] The sliders 5, 6 of Figures 1 and 2 are shown
in an higher stop position of the respective guides 2, 3,
i.e. in a position in which the window pane 7 is completely
extracted from a seat 12 formed within the door D of the
motor vehicle.
[0027] As explained above, in the case of motor vehi-
cles provided with frameless windows, the door D of the
motor vehicle is completely devoid of a frame adapted
to surround the window pane when this is completely
extracted from its seat 12, whereby in order to ensure
adequate sealing conditions with respect to the ingress
of air, dust and water into the passenger compartment it
is necessary to create a certain compression level of the
window pane 7 against the gaskets bordering the motor
vehicle passenger compartment.
[0028] As shown in Figure 2, the upper edge 7a of the
window pane 7 rests against the gaskets 13, 14 mounted
along an edge of the roof R of the motor vehicle. The
dashed line indicates a nominal position of the window
pane 7 in which it exerts a minimum pressure against the
gaskets 13, 14, which is not suitable to ensure adequate
sealing conditions with respect to the ingress of air, dust
and water. The solid line instead indicates a position
wherein the window pane 7 is rotated as shown by the
arrow F towards the passenger compartment of the motor
vehicle so as to compress the seals 13, 14 to a greater
extent, in particular in order to obtain a compression level
suitable to obtain the desired tightness conditions with
respect to air, dust and water.
[0029] As known, the rotation of the window pane 7 is
obtained during assembly by modifying the inclination of
the guides, 2, 3, of the window lifter 1 with respect to the
inner panel 4 of the door D of the motor vehicle. This is
obtained in particular by pivotally connecting one end of
the guides 2, 3 to the inner panel 4 of the door D and by
varying the distance between the opposite end of each
guide and the inner panel 4 by suitable adjusting means,
for example, screw registers.
[0030] According to the present invention, the window
lifter 1 comprises a flexible member associated to one
end of its at least one guide and configured to allow to
fasten it to the inner panel 4 of the door. Thanks to the
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use of a flexible member it is possible to obtain a rotation
of the window pane 7 without resorting to a traditional
hinge as in the case of the window lifters known in the
field, but exploiting the deformation of the flexible mem-
ber in the elastic range. This solution allows to simplify
the traditional pivot connection of the guides of a window
lifter on the inner panel of the door from a mechanical
point of view, as well as to reduce the manufacturing
costs of the guides and their assembly times.
[0031] According to a preferred embodiment, the flex-
ible member is integrally formed in at least one guide of
the window lifter.
[0032] Referring now to Figure 3, which shows for sim-
plicity only a guide of the window lifter 1, for example the
guide 2, the flexible member 15 is in the form of a flap.
The flap 15 is integrally formed in the guide 2 at one end
thereof by forming a through opening, for example a U-
shaped through opening, around a hole 2a, which allows
to fasten it to the inner panel 4 of the door D. This solution
is particularly advantageous since it allows to carry out
the invention e.g. by modifying a standard guide, and in
any case without resorting to additional elements or to
deep changes to the design of the fastening members of
the guide.
[0033] Depending on design requirements, the flexible
member 15 may be suitably stiffened by way of one or
more ribs oriented along the bending direction.
[0034] Referring again to Figure 2, the flexible member
15 is preferably associated to the upper end of each guide
2, 3, i.e. the end intended to be arranged proximate to a
slit 16 allowing the window pane 7 to come out from its
seat 12 within the door D. It will be understood that the
flexible member 15 may also be associated to the oppo-
site end of each guide 2, 3, also allowing a variation of
their inclination and therefore a rotation of the window
pane 7 for adjusting the level of compression on the gas-
kets. However, the positioning of the flexible member at
the upper ends of the guides 2, 3 is preferred, because
the greater proximity of the rotation axis to the exit slit 16
of the window pane 7 from the seat 12 results in a smaller
deformation of the gaskets 17, 18 arranged to close of
the slit 16 and therefore allows to maintain an adequate
level of tightness with respect to air, dust and water com-
patibly with the degree of rotation of the window pane 7
during the adjustment phase.
[0035] The assembly of the guides 2, 3 on the inner
panel 4 of the door at the end where the flexible member
15 is arranged, is generally carried out by means of a
screw or a threaded pin. Considering the small thickness
of the guides, it is preferable to use a holding member
associated with the flexible member 15 and arranged co-
axially to the fastening hole of the guide to the inner panel
4 of the door D. The holding member is provided with a
threaded hole adapted to receive and hold the screw or
threaded pin.
[0036] In the embodiment shown in Figures 4 and 5,
the window lifter 1 comprises a holding member in the
form of a nut 19. The guide 2 is fastened in known manner

to the inner panel 4 of the door by means of a special
threaded pin 20 that has a maneuvering central portion
20a having a cylindrical shape and two threaded posts
20b and 20c the profiles of which have opposite thread
directions. The threaded pin 20 is arranged between the
guide 2 and the inner panel 4 of the door D, while the nut
19 is welded on the flexible element 15 on the opposite
side of the guide 2. A threaded post, for example the post
20b, is inserted into the fastening hole of the guide 2,
while the opposite post 20c is inserted into a correspond-
ing hole formed in the inner panel 4 of the door D. Similarly
to the threaded post 20b, the threaded post 20c can also
be blocked on the inner panel 4 of the door D by a nut.
[0037] In the embodiment shown in Figures 6 and 7,
the window lifter 1 comprises a holding member in the
form of a metal block 21 provided with a threaded hole
21a adapted to receive and hold the threaded pin 20.
The metal block 21 is also provided with a slit 21b formed
in the direction of its thickness, e.g. along a median plane
thereof, and dimensioned so as to allow its fitting on the
flap-shaped flexible member 15. The slit 21b is dimen-
sioned so that, once the metal block is fitted on the flexible
element 15, the threaded hole 21a is coaxial with the
fastening hole of the guide 2. This solution allows to fur-
ther facilitate the assembly of the guide 2 on the inner
panel 4 of the door D. In fact, once the metal block 21 is
fitted on the flexible member 15, its position is blocked
and the fastening holes are immediately aligned, where-
by in order to assemble the guide 2, it is sufficient to rotate
the central portion 20a of the threaded pin 20 without
having to manually align the other components.
[0038] It is clear that the embodiment of the invention
herein described and illustrated is only an example sus-
ceptible of numerous variants. For example, the flexible
member 15 might be integrally formed with the guide 2,
3 but protrude from its end outwards, thus moving the
fastening point of the guide to the inner panel 4 of the
door D away from the guide. This solution may be ad-
vantageous in case of interference problems among the
mechanical components mounted on the guide, such as
the pulleys and/or sliding blocks that guide the moving
cables of the slider, and those mounted or to be mounted
on the inner panel 4 of the door D proximate to the fas-
tening points of the guides 2, 3 of the window lifter 1.
[0039] Furthermore, the flexible member 15 might be
a component completely separate from the guides 2, 3
of the window lifter 1 and adapted to be mounted between
the end of each guide 2, 3 and the inner panel 4 of the
door D. This solution may be advantageous when, due
to design needs, it is necessary to use different materials
for the manufacture of the flexible member 15 and/or use
particular shapes that are cannot be easily obtained by
starting from the basic structure of the guide 2, 3.

Claims

1. A window lifter (1) comprising at least one guide (2,
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3) suitable to be fastened to an inner panel (4) of a
door (D) of a motor vehicle, wherein said at least one
guide (2, 3) is suitable to slidably support a slider (5,
6) so configured to receive and move a window pane
(7), said window lifter (1) further comprising a flexible
member (15) associated with the at least one guide
(2, 3) at one end thereof, said flexible member (15)
being a fastening member of the guide (2, 3) to the
inner panel (4) of a door (D) of a motor vehicle, char-
acterized in that said flexible member (15) is inte-
grally formed in the guide (2, 3).

2. A window lifter (1) according to the claim 1, wherein
said flexible member (15) is a flap obtained by form-
ing a through opening in the guide (2, 3) around a
hole (2a) allowing to assemble it to the inner panel
(4) of the door (D).

3. A window lifter (1) according to claim 1, wherein said
flexible member (15) is a flap outwardly protruding
from an end of the guide (2, 3).

4. A window lifter (1) according to any one of claims 1
to 3, wherein said flexible member (15) comprises
one or a number of ribs oriented in a bending direc-
tion thereof.

5. A window lifter (1) according to any one of claims 1
to 4, further comprising adjustment means arranged
at the end of the guide (2, 3) opposite to the end at
which the flexible member (15) is arranged, said ad-
justment means being suitable to adjust the distance
between the guide (2, 3) and the inner panel (4) of
the door (D).

6. A window lifter (1) according to claim 5, wherein said
adjustment means comprise a screw register.

7. A window lifter (1) according to any one of previous
claims 1 to 6, wherein the flexible member (15) is
associated with the end of the guide (2, 3) intended
to be arranged proximate to a slit (16) allowing the
window pane (7) to come out from a seat (12) formed
inside the door (D) of the motor vehicle.

8. A window lifter (1) according to any one of claims 1
to 7, further comprising a holding member (19; 21)
so configured to receive a threaded pin (20) suitable
to allow to assemble the guide (2, 3) to the inner
panel (4) of the door (D), said holding member (19;
21) being suitable to be restrained to the flexible
member (15) coaxially to the assembling hole (2a)
of the guide (2, 3) and being provided with a threaded
hole (19a; 21a) suitable to receive and hold said
threaded pin (20).

9. A window lifter (1) according to claim 8, wherein said
holding member is a nut (19).

10. A window lifter (1) according to claim 8, wherein said
holding member is a metal block (21), said metal
block (21) being provided with a slit (21b) formed in
the direction of its thickness and sized so as to allow
to insert the block (21) into the flexible member (15)
and such that, once the block (21) is inserted in the
flexible member (15), said threaded hole (21a) is
aligned with the assembling hole (2a) of the guide (2).

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Fensterheber (1), umfassend wenigstens eine
zur Befestigung an einem inneren Paneel (4) einer
Tür (D) eines Kraftfahrzeugs geeignete Führung (2,
3), wobei die besagte, wenigstens eine Führung (2,
3) geeignet ist, einen zur Aufnahme und Bewegung
einer Fensterscheibe (7) gestalteten Schieber (5, 6)
gleitend zu unterstützen, wobei der besagte Fens-
terheber (1) ferner ein flexibles Teil (15) umfasst,
welches mit der wenigstens einen Führung (2, 3) an
deren Ende verbunden ist, wobei das besagte, fle-
xible Teil (15) ein Mittel zur Befestigung der Führung
(2, 3) an dem inneren Paneel (4) einer Tür (D) eines
Kraftfahrzeugs ist, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das besagte, flexible Teil (15) integral in die Führung
(2, 3) eingeformt ist.

2. Ein Fensterheber (1) nach Anspruch 1, wobei das
besagte, flexible Teil (15) eine durch Einformen einer
Durchgangsbohrung in die Führung (2, 3) erhaltene
Lasche ist, ein Loch (2a) umgebend, welches die
Montage an dem inneren Paneel (4) einer Tür (D)
erlaubt.

3. Ein Fensterheber (1) nach Anspruch 1, wobei das
besagte, flexible Teil (15) eine von einem Ende der
Führung (2, 3) nach außen vorstehende Lasche ist.

4. Ein Fensterheber (1) nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 3, wobei das besagte, flexible Teil (15) eine oder
eine Anzahl von Rippen umfasst, die in seiner Bie-
gerichtung orientiert sind.

5. Ein Fensterheber (1) nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 4, ferner umfassend ein am Ende der Führung
(2, 3) angeordnetes Einstellmittel, gegenüber dem-
jenigen Ende, an welchem das flexible Teil (15) an-
geordnet ist, wobei das besagte Einstellmittel geeig-
net ist, die Entfernung zwischen der Führung (2, 3)
und dem inneren Paneel (4) der Tür (D) einzustellen.

6. Ein Fensterheber (1) nach Anspruch 5, wobei das
besagte Einstellmittel eine Regulierschraube ist.

7. Ein Fensterheber (1) nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 6, wobei das flexible Teil (15) mit demjenigen
Ende der Führung (2, 3) verbunden ist, welches zur
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Montage nahe an einem Schlitz (16) gedacht ist, der
es der Fensterscheibe (7) erlaubt, aus einer in der
Tür (D) des Kraftfahrzeugs eingeformten Versen-
kung (12) herauszukommen.

8. Ein Fensterheber (1) nach einem der Ansprüche 1
bis 7, ferner umfassend ein Halteteil (19; 21), wel-
ches derart gestaltet ist, um einen Gewindestift (20)
aufzunehmen, der geeignet ist, die Montage der
Führung (2, 3) an dem inneren Paneel (4) der Tür
(D) zu ermöglichen, wobei das besagte Halteteil (19;
21) geeignet ist, von dem flexiblen Teil (15) koaxial
zu der Montagebohrung (2a) der Führung (2, 3) ge-
halten zu werden, und mit einer Gewindebohrung
(19a; 21 a) versehen ist, die geeignet ist, den besag-
ten Gewindestift (20) aufzunehmen und zu halten.

9. Ein Fensterheber (1) nach Anspruch 8, wobei das
besagte Halteteil eine Mutter (19) ist.

10. Ein Fensterheber (1) nach Anspruch 8, wobei das
besagte Halteteil ein Metallblock (21) ist, wobei der
besagte Metallblock (21) mit einem Schlitz (21 b)
versehen ist, der in Richtung seiner Dicke eingeformt
ist und derart dimensioniert ist, um das Einsetzen
des Blockes (21) in das flexible Teil (15) zu ermög-
lichen, sowie derart, dass, sobald der Block (21) in
das flexible Teil (15) eingesetzt ist, die besagte Ge-
windebohrung (21 a) mit der Montagebohrung (2a)
der Führung (2) fluchtet.

Revendications

1. Lève-vitre (1) comprenant au moins un guide (2, 3)
approprié pour être fixé sur un panneau interne (4)
d’une portière (D) d’un véhicule à moteur, dans le-
quel ledit au moins un guide (2, 3) est approprié pour
supporter de manière coulissante une glissière (5,
6) configurée pour recevoir et déplacer une vitre (7),
ledit lève-vitre (1) comprenant en outre un élément
souple (15) associé avec le au moins un guide (2,
3) au niveau de son extrémité, ledit élément souple
(15) étant un élément de fixation du guide (2, 3) sur
le panneau interne (4) d’une portière (D) d’un véhi-
cule à moteur, caractérisé en ce que ledit élément
souple (15) est formé de manière monobloc dans le
guide (2, 3).

2. Lève-vitre (1) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
ledit élément souple (15) est un rabat obtenu en for-
mant une ouverture traversante dans le guide (2, 3)
autour d’un trou (2a) permettant de l’assembler au
panneau interne (4) de la portière (D).

3. Lève-vitre (1) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
ledit élément souple (15) est un rabat faisant saillie
vers l’extérieur à partir d’une extrémité du guide (2,

3).

4. Lève-vitre (1) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations 1 à 3, dans lequel ledit élément souple (15)
comprend une ou plusieurs nervures orientées dans
sa direction de flexion.

5. Lève-vitre (1) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations 1 à 4, comprenant en outre des moyens
d’ajustement agencés au niveau de l’extrémité du
guide (2, 3) opposée à l’extrémité à laquelle l’élé-
ment souple (15) est agencé, lesdits moyens d’ajus-
tement étant appropriés pour ajuster la distance en-
tre le guide (2, 3) et le panneau interne (4) de la
portière (D).

6. Lève-vitre (1) selon la revendication 5, dans lequel
lesdits moyens d’ajustement comprennent un ali-
gnement par vis.

7. Lève-vitre (1) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations 1 à 6, dans lequel l’élément souple (15) est
associé à l’extrémité du guide (2, 3) prévu pour être
agencé à proximité d’une fente (16) permettant à la
vitre (7) de sortir d’un siège (12) formé à l’intérieur
de la portière (D) du véhicule à moteur.

8. Lève-vitre (1) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations 1 à 7, comprenant en outre un élément de
support (19 ; 21) configuré afin de recevoir une bro-
che filetée (20) appropriée pour permettre l’assem-
blage du guide (2, 3) au panneau interne (4) de la
portière (D), ledit élément de support (19 ; 21) étant
approprié pour être retenu sur l’élément souple (15)
de manière coaxiale par rapport au trou d’assembla-
ge (2a) du guide (2, 3) et étant prévu avec un trou
fileté (19a ; 21 a) approprié pour recevoir et suppor-
ter ladite broche filetée (20).

9. Lève-vitre (1) selon la revendication 8, dans lequel
ledit élément de support est un écrou (19).

10. Lève-vitre (1) selon la revendication 8, dans lequel
ledit élément de support est un bloc métallique (21),
ledit bloc métallique (21) étant prévu avec une fente
(21 b) formée dans le sens de son épaisseur et di-
mensionnée afin de permettre l’insertion du bloc (21)
dans l’élément souple (15) et de sorte qu’une fois
que le bloc (21) a été inséré dans l’élément souple
(15), ledit trou fileté (21 a) est aligné avec le trou
d’assemblage (2a) du guide (2).
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